
Reading is a skill that language 
learners need to develop if they 
need to process information 
written in English and understand 
instructions. In addition, 
pro ciency in reading opens 
doors to a world of enjoyment in 
classic and contemporary 
English literature.

Problems foreign language learners have with reading

While the reader does not have the problems the listener does (speed of delivery, accent etc,), he/
she is still beset with the dif culties of coping with unknown vocabulary and grammar. In tackling this 
problem, a student’s natural inclination is to begin by translating all the unknown words into his/her 
own language and then trying to establish the meaning. Even then the student often can’t fathom 
out what the text is about.

This word-by-word approach to reading is slow, inef cient and not the way we process the written 
word in real life. When we read a novel, or an article in a newspaper, our eyes settle momentarily 
on groups of words that comprise meaningful units. Unless we are inef cient readers ourselves, our 
eyes don’t focus on every word.

Strategies for teaching reading

The EFL teacher should encourage students to process the text for main ideas, and explain to these 
students that it is not important to understand every word as long as they get the gist.

Two strategies for doing this are skimming and scanning.

• Skimming gets the students to read quickly to establish generalities such as the gist of the text, 
the key topic, the overall theme or the basic structure.

• Scanning gets the students looking for speci c information in the text. This could be names, 
countries, prices, dates or numbers.

Both skimming and scanning give students a purpose for negotiating the text, and encourage them 
to focus on the information they are looking for rather than the peripheral data. They also 
discourage students from reading word-for-word.

If the teacher has set up the skimming and scanning exercises properly, the students will have a far 
clearer understanding of the gist and supporting details of the text than they would if left alone to 
plod through it at a ponderous pace.

Another useful tool in making a text more accessible for foreign prediction. Instead of launching 
straight into the reading, the teacher should  rst establish what students already know about the 
topic, and second, should use headlines, titles and accompanying pictures to get students to 
predict the content of the text. Students can then skim the text to ascertain how accurate their
predictions were.
These pre-reading tasks are an essential way of engaging the student in the reading topic and 
preparing him/her for reading the text meaningfully.

Reading
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A helpful model for teaching reading

The model below is often found in student course books and is particularly useful at the lower levels 
of pro ciency.

Pre-reading

1. Lead In. Establish context or set the scene to arouse students’ interest.

2. Pre-teach any vocabulary in the reading that might hinder understanding.

3. Draw attention to pictures and titles. Ask the students to look at these and to say what 
they think the article is going to be about. Research has shown that answering predictive 
questions like this helps focus students attention and makes it easier for them to  nd meaning 
in the text.

Reading

4. First Reading. Set a task that gives a reason for reading. This should be a predictive or 
general question that can be answered by students skimming the text. Gist questions are 
general questions that refer to the overall meaning of the text. They are usually not too 
dif cult. Students read only to answer that question and don’t worry about detail. Set a time 
limit.

5. Students check their answers in pairs. This gives them an extra opportunity to 
communicate. Also, if they have con rmed the answer with their partner, this will give them 
con dence if asked in front of the class.

6. Elicit and con rm answers in an open class.

7. Second Reading. Set a number of more detailed questions to test understanding. 
Example:

• Comprehension    Why did the accident happen?
• True or False.    The driver of the blue car was drunk.
• Multiple Choice    It was morning evening/afternoon

Follow the order of the passage and move from fact to inference (concrete to abstract).

8. Students check their answers in pairs. Monitor carefully to ensure that all the students are 
doing the task and that one partner is not relying excessively on the other.

9. Open class feedback.

 Post-reading

10. Follow up activity. This could be a discussion, a debate raised in the reading, a role-play 
or a writing task (e.g. write a letter in reply).
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Reading around the class

While many teachers defend the practice of having a 
chain of students read part of a story or text one after 
the other, it is often quite dif cult to persuade foreign 
students of the bene ts. For these students, the embar-
rassment of trying to pronounce dif cult words in front 
of a large class can be quite humiliating and can se-
riously hinder their enjoyment of future language les-
sons.

If students don’t have the right intonation, the story 
can sound stilted and mechanical, and unless they 
are nervously waiting for their names to be called, they 
can get bored with the halting pace of delivery and 
read ahead on their own. For a large class, this activity 
is a mood-killer as there are too many students who are 
not engaged in the activity.

There are, however, some more successful alternatives. 
If the class is divided into pairs with each partner taking 
a turn at reading a sentence waiting time is shortened, 
and there is only one person who hears pronunciation 
errors rather than twenty. Or the students can read the 
text silently and then act out the action parts.

If the text to be read aloud is a story, the teacher could 
read the narrative aloud, and the students could take 
the character roles. If it is not a story, but an article from 
a magazine or newspaper, one should ask what the 
value of the exercise is. In real-life, unless we want to 
share something unusual with a partner or friends, we 
don’t read aloud. Reading tasks should always have 
some real-life 
value for our students otherwise there is very little point 
in them.

Reading beyond the classroom

Teachers should encourage their students to do as 
much reading outside the classroom as possible. Do 
not underestimate the usefulness of avid reading in the 
process of learning a language.

Add variety to coursebook 
reading exercises 

• Instead of presenting each reading the 
same way, you can add variety to your 
classes by varying the activity from time 
to time. Suggestions for more interactive 
reading activities are:

• Photocopy the article and then cut it up 
into pieces. After introducing the topic, 
give each pair one cut up copy and have 
them assemble it in the right order. The stu-
dents will have to read quite carefully to 
decide which events come  rst, and they 
will have to make note of markers and link-
ing words to get the order right.

• Expand on the narrative by making up a 
few sentences that  t in different places 
in the text. Write these on the whiteboard, 
and then ask students to  nd the most ap-
propriate place to insert each sentence.

• Set the scene for the reading beforehand. 
Then group the students into pairs. One is 
a scribe and the other a runner. Place the 
article on desks or chairs across the room 
– one copy for each pair. Give the scribe 
in each group a set of questions based on 
the text. The scribe gives the runner the 
question. He or she runs across the room, 
consults the text to  nd the answer, then 
runs back and dictates it to the scribe. After 
they have answered half the questions, the 
scribe and runner should change places.

• Find a joke appropriate to the level of the 
class. Block out the punch line then make 
photocopies for everyone in the class. Put 
students into groups of three and have 
them try and work out the punch line. Stu-
dents need to understand the meaning of 
the joke before they can do this, so they 
will be focused on the gist rather than on 
word-by-word meaning.

Graded readers

Graded readers are ideal for encouraging students to read at home. These are English stories that have 
been simpli ed in both vocabulary and grammar to make them comprehensible to a particular level that 
is usually cover. Thus you might get Moby Dick graded for Intermediate Students or Pride and Prejudice 
for Upper-Intermediate readers. For younger readers, there are the perennial fairy tales such as Cinderella 
and Snow White. Their main aim is to encourage reading for pleasure.
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Although these graded readers have been criticized as being arti cial, they provide an invaluable 
resource for adults who have mature interests even though they may have rudimentary pro ciency 
in reading English.

English in the surroundings

Teachers should encourage their students to be on the lookout for English in the daily sights around 
them. Even in foreign countries, it is possible to  nd advertising signs and slogans on buildings and 
bus shelters. In countries with an active tourist industry, one can pick up travel brochures in English 
from a variety of public places. Very often signs in stations and airports have been translated
into English (not all of it very good, admittedly). If students can get into the habit of noticing and 
processing any bits of English they can read in their environment, not only will it help their reading 
skills, but they are reading English as it is used in real life.



Certificate
Assessment
Task - 5
Reading

Choose an authentic text for reading and describe its contents. Using the model provided, 
describe, from the pre- to post-reading stage, how you would teach this as an exercise in reading.

Do not exceed 1500 words.


